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Highlight 

Release 2.10.4 delivers the ability to store a photo of your constituents to be displayed as a profile 
picture. This feature will help enable staff to identify donors at fundraising and volunteering events as 
well as at other engagements. 
 

 
 

 

Full list of completed work     

New features    

  Reference no.   Description  

CV-7463 Users with permission can now upload a profile image to a prospect record. 
Uploaded images can be cropped, rotated and moved for optimal results.  
 

CV-7998 The fields 'Billing Party', 'Next Payment Date', 'Last Bill Date' and '# of Bills Sent' 
can be added to the Membership data table and VAE. 
 



   
 

CV-8459 
 

If the [Show Payment Method Copy In Batch] setting is enabled, users with 
permission to work with credit cards and bank accounts in batch can apply a 
new payment method to a prospect’s active pledges. 
 

CV-8479 Many new data warehouse aggregates, for both hard and soft credits, can be 
added to the Prospect Info tab. 
 

 
Improved features    

 Reference no.    Description   

CV-7987 Some language on the Administration page was enhanced. 
 

CV-8322 A database role column and filter have been added to Manage Security. 
 

CV-8350 The # of Gifts given by a prospect and a link to a list of their gifts are now 
available in batch and in the hover-over Prospect Information box. 
 

CV-8471 Defaults for addresses, emails and phone numbers can now be provided for the 
Prospect Add page without requiring the user to add an address, email or phone 
record when creating a new prospect. 
 

CV-8472 Acknowledgements associated with appeals are now defaulted to transactions 
during batch entry. 
 

CV-8483 Additional columns, including email, security group and database role, have 
been added to the export of the Manage Security users list. 

CV-8485 The 'PledgeMaker' batch type has been replaced with the 'Standard' batch type. 
(Batch type is used to distinguish working batches from batch templates.) 
 

CV-8499 Improvements were made to the standard error message displayed when 
attempting to delete a record that is in use. 
 

CV-8506 The Prospect Merge Utility 'Duplicate Run No.' field is now a drop-down 
selection. 
 

CV-8507 Full name columns for the identified prospect and potential duplicate can be 
added to the Duplicate Resolution Manager data table. 
 

CV-8513 The Duplicate Check 'ID# Range' fields have been improved to include default 
values and to display in the proper format. 
 

CV-8520  A database role can be deleted from the list in Manage Security. This option is 
only available if no users are assigned to the role. 
 

CV-8529 The permission for the WealthEngine WebConnect Quick Action link was 
changed from RESEARCH to RESV. 
 

 
Fixes    

 Reference no.   Description  



   
 

CV-8523  An error event preventing the edit of some codes in table maintenance has been 
handled. 
 

CV-8527  The expired code warning message has been fixed so that it remains even after 
the user has tabbed out of the field containing the expired value. 

  

Setup notes 

ClearView’s Jaspersoft version is 6.4.3. Previous versions of Jaspersoft are not supported for cloud 
clients. Contact your account manager with any inquiries: support@softrek.com 

 
 
Core donor database version   
  

ClearView 2.10.4 requires a minimum core donor database schema version of 4.7.3.9. Additionally, 
ClearView 2.10+ requires: 
 

• A minimum Oracle Database version 12.1c 

• Open Java 13 (JDK 13) installed on the server on which ClearView runs 

• Tomcat 9 installed on the server on which ClearView runs 

• ojdbc8-12.2.0.1.jar installed on the server on which ClearView runs 
      

 

Workstation requirements and supported browsers   

To obtain the best performance results with ClearView CRM, workstations should have the following 
specifications (at minimum):   
 

• Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent   
• 2GB of RAM   
• 1280x1024 desktop resolution   

• Broadband Internet connection (business-level DSL, cable, fiber-optic, etc.) 
   
Having several applications running concurrently in an operating system can negatively affect any 
software application's performance. Using ClearView CRM on a modern, high-end workstation will 
result in better, more responsive performance. Using ClearView CRM on an older PC running many 
applications at the same time will likely result in less-than-optimum performance. Following the 
above guidelines allows ClearView CRM to offer the best possible experience.   
   
The following browsers are officially tested and supported for use with ClearView CRM: Chrome and 
Firefox. 
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Client Success contact information   

 If you have questions, please contact Client Success:   
   

support@softrek.com   
800.442.9211   
716.691.2828 (fax)   

 

Per Microsoft, Internet Explorer 11 is the last major version of Internet Explorer; IE 10 and 

below have reached end of support. IE 11 will continue receiving security updates and 

technical support for the lifecycle of the version of Windows on which it is installed. It is now 

considered a compatibility solution with no support for new web standards. ClearView CRM 

screens will increasingly render incorrectly in IE11 due to the legacy engine it uses to render web 

pages. ClearView CRM recommends all clients begin to use Chrome or Firefox if they are not 

doing so already before support of Internet Explorer is discontinued. All other browsers have not 

been tested and are not officially supported. 
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